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Comments for the NRC reqarding environmental scoping of "NUCLEAR WASTE
CONFIDENCE"

Some but not all of the following was given orally on December 6 via conference call.

The topic being radwaste, consideration of a hazard that will last for many thousands of years,
'waste confidence' is an oxymoron. We are seven decades into 'too cheap to meter' and no one
knows what to do with this toxic waste.

I live near a Mark 1 reactor that's on a flight path for a major airport - there's no airspace
restrictions. The only thing between a 747 and the SFP is a thin sheet metal roof. I have no
confidence that it's safe.

The public comment period should be extended for several months. Having it terminate 1/2/13 -
is further evidence that the NRC is not interested in what the public thinks. NRC process for
public involvement is carefully constructed to exclude the public, while giving the appearance of
openness.

Two years to complete the GElS is far too short (NRC staff has said it would take 7 years to do
the job properly).

All relicenses issued to date should be rescinded pending compliance with new standards. No
new licenses to generate additional radwaste should be allowed.

Analysis must include: sabotage / terrorist acts; current and future leaks from SFPs.

* should be EIS not GEIS. given power station designs, geographic features such as rivers,
flood zones, dams, ocean, population, flight paths, SFP within or outside of containment,
containments that cannot contain, etc, each reactor is unique

* public meetings for the EIS should be in every reactor community
* Hardened On Site Storage, with earthen berms to isolate casks, should be required
* low density configuration of the SFP should be required - for a greater margin of safety
* the EIS must consider the risks of pool fires
* the EIS must consider the risks of current dry cask storage. Lack of quality assurance for

design and fabrication of dry casks casts doubt on the the structural of current casks, most of
which are stored outdoors in plain sight, and are not designed to withstand terrorism and
earthquakes. Accidents with dry casks have occurred.

* the EIS must consider seismic risks to dry cask storage

In short, I endorse the Principles for Safeguarding Nuclear Waste at Reactors which can be
found at: http://ieer.org/wp/wp-content/uploads/2010/03/HOSSPRINCIPLES_3-23-10x.pdf

David Agnew, Coordinator
Cape Downwinders
18 Marthas Lane
Harwich, MA 02645


